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Current status

• Already passed WGLC
• Revision from IoT directorate by Carles Gomez (Thanks!)
• Version -06 includes all revisions

In the queue for version -07:

• Revision from Georgios Papadopoulos (Thanks!): Few typos and Comment on interpretation of channel or link.
• Comment from Tero Kivinen about 802.15.4 naming on Nov 16th.
Changes to -06

• General writing errors: missing punctuation, typos and expressions.
• Subsection 1.3: RA and RS usage and meaning
• Section 1: closing improved
• Section 2: Field description order changed, improved the expression on the willingness of the node to act as a Join Proxy
• Link-Local -> Link Layer, P bit usage description.
• Cited RFC8137 for the Registry IETF IE Sub-type ID.
Future

- Move to -07 after comments if there are any left
- Request reviews from IESG?

Questions?